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                                  Hello everyone.  Before I tell you about my history and resume, I would like to                                                                                            
state one thing.  I am passionate about decisions made at LSLCA that benefit the ENTIRE community.  I am 
passionate about maintaining and improving our valuable amenities.  I also believe that continuity is very 
important in any business or organization. As of now, there will only be one person on the CA BOD that has at least 
3 years’ experience. This is not an ideal situation.  I also believe that the main responsibility of the CA BOD is to 
protect the property values of our members. I will support all the committees and clubs in the CA realizing, 
however, that we are a “residential community” first and that all members and clubs must respect the rules and 
covenants of the community. 

       I moved to Lake St Louis in 2006. I am a retired Registered Nurse.  For 8 years I lived on the “big” lake at Ravens 
Pointe.  Four years ago, I moved to the “small” lake for calmer waters and a flat backyard for my grandchildren to 
enjoy. I think I have a good idea what both lakes’ needs are.  Listed are the organizations and volunteering I am 
involved with. 

 . 3 years on LSLCA Board of Directors 

 . voted to enforce standing CA rules that have been lax for many years ( ie truant boat registrations and subleasing 
of CA rental docks) 

 . encouraged creativity and new ideas among our employees 

 . liaison for the LSLCA BOD at Lakes and Parks Committee (2017) and Engineering and Facilities Committee (2018) 

.  8 years on the Board of Jardin du Lac Garden Club….2 years as President 

 . 12 years in LSL Pontooneers Club….2 years as Commodore with my life mate Paul Borriello.  

.  volunteer Receptionist at City Hall since 2007 

.  member of the LSL Architectural Review Board since 2011 

There is no better place to live.  I am interested in finding ways to improve the values of the homes within the CA.   
I am pursuing forming a committee in conjunction with LSL City to meld our codes so moving into our area as well 
as remodeling our homes is easier.   I am anxious to continue serving you as a CA Board member and adding a 
woman’s opinion on decisions. My greatest asset is my many past roles in a leadership position and my love and 
passion for this community. I hope you will, again, consider me for the CA Board of Directors.  Thank you! 


